1. Introduction

In the last years a great amount of collaborative applications have been developed. These applications can be framed in the paradigms of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) or Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) according to their specific purpose (group work or learning in-group). On the other hand some of them have been developed according to the paradigm of mobile computing. Advances in wireless technology and its integration on mobile devices offer support to user-to-user interaction on the move, becoming any place a potential collaborative learning scenario.

Most of mobile collaborative systems are carried out in the same manner as other applications are developed, without taking into account the special characteristics of these paradigms. Therefore, the requirements that characterize these paradigms may not be considered in the most appropriate way; in special, in relation to user interface (UI) development and the perception of the context of the application. From our point of view we need appropriate frameworks and tools (methodologies, processes, specification techniques, CASE tools, etc.) to help in the analysis and design processes of these complex applications. However the current approaches do not offer an integrating and efficient solution that tackles jointly mobility, learning and group work issues. With the aim of obtaining an appropriate support for the development of multi-platform groupware applications we propose to use a model-based approach for the development of interactive groupware applications. In particular we propose to use a proposal called CIAM (Molina et al., 2009). This is a methodological framework supported by a set of notations for modeling and designing interactive and collaborative tools. This approach can be used for supporting the evolution of existing systems based on desktop metaphor towards mobile support (Eisenstein et al, 2001). In this chapter we show the application of this method to a case study. We will take as a starting point a collaborative e-learning environment called Domosim-TPC (Redondo & Bravo, 2006) and show the application of our method.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related works in the field of modeling of interactive and collaborative issues, as well as proposals for automation and model-based generation of user interfaces. In the following section, our model-based evolution process is presented. This process is based on the use of conceptual specifications using the CIAN notation. This notation has been proposed in the context of a methodological approach called CIAM. In this section the CIAM methodological approach is shown, enumerating its several stages, and the aspects that are specified in each. Finally we will show the evolution process of a CSCL system, called Domosim-TPC, towards PDA support and we will draw some conclusions.

2. Related Works

There are several solutions to the problem of building device-independent user interfaces. An interface model for separating the user interface from the application logic and the presentation device is necessary. There are several markup languages that help in this purpose, as for example UIML (Abrams, 1999). This kind of languages allows the production of device-independent presentations for a range of devices. But these solutions do not provide high-level guidance guaranteeing quality across multiple versions of applications. Other alternative is the use of a model-based design of UI (Paternò, 1999), which focuses on the tasks supported. The idea is that task analysis provides some structure for the description of tasks or activities, thus making it easier to describe how activities fit together, and to explore what the implications of this may be for the design of user interfaces. A number of approaches to task modeling have been developed (GOMS (Foley et al., 1991), HTA (Annett & Duncan, 1967), CTT (Paternò, 2004), etc.). The logical decomposition of tasks is reflected in the selection, consistency and grouping of elements in the UI obtained. The new context of use implies reconfigurations of the UI that are beyond the traditional UI changes (Eisenstein et al., 2001), such as the redistribution of widgets across windows or tabs in a tabpanel, the reduction of a full widget to its scrollable version, without using a sophisticated widget, to replace a interactor with a smaller alternative, etc. The technique of automatically selecting an appropriate interactor while considering screen resolution constraints has already been investigated and shown to be feasible (Eisenstein & Puerta, 2000).

The process of generating a user interface in a model-based system can be seen as that of finding a concrete specification given an abstract one (well-known as the “mapping problem”) (Limbourg & Vanderdonckt, 2004). When we deal with the evolution of an application (in particular, the user interface) towards devices with limited interaction capacities (mobiles phones, PDAs,…) or new interaction modes (tactile screen, use of pen for pointing), the mapping problem is more complex, and especially, so is a possible generalization. The transformation process must take into account device restrictions, but without constraining the application usability in the adaptation process to the new context. Selecting the best interaction element (or widget), as well as the arrangement of them in the screen area, is becoming the main problem to be solved. The user interface development is a very subjective process, which depends a lot on the designer’s experience, creativity and aesthetic opinions. Complete generalization of this process is complex and, in fact, there is not much success in this sense. Normally, developed applications are very closed in specific domains. Several systems have attempted to automatically generate user interfaces in a model-based environment (UIDE (Foley et al., 1991), Mecano (Puerta, 1996), Trident (Vanderdonckt &
Bodart, 1993). The idea of these systems was to try to automate as much as possible the interface generation process from a task model. However, these systems usually delegate to the designer the responsibility of selecting the interface final appearance. The system assists about possible alternatives applicable to a certain case.

Besides, there are several proposals that have tackled the problematic of the conceptual modeling of work in-group applications. These proposals come from different fields: (1) the Human-Computer Interaction community (the CTT notation (Paternò, 2004) and the GTA framework (van Welie & van der Veer, 2003) are some examples); (2) the CSCW systems and, in particular, workflow systems, as for example the APM notation (Carlsen, 1998); and (3) the Software Engineering (as for example the COMO-UML (Garrido, 2003). The study of these proposals has allowed us to detect the following limitations: (a) the need for theoretical and computational models that allow specifying the activities in group supported by a computer in a suitable way; (b) the lack of notations that allow MODELING the existing differences between cooperative and collaborative tasks accurately, according to Dillenbourg’s remarks\(^1\) (Dillenbourg et al, 1995); and (c) the scarce variety of notations that support in a joint way interactive and work in-group aspects. These limitations cause the semantics of the specifications of collaborative applications to be incomplete and confirm the lack of a methodological framework supported by a coherent set of notations for modeling and designing collaborative tools of interactive nature.

3. From desktop support to mobile support: A Model-Based Evolution Process

With the aim of obtaining an appropriate support for the development of multi-platform CSCL applications we propose to use a model-based approach for the development of interactive groupware applications, called CIAM. This is a methodological framework supported by a set of notations for modeling and designing interactive and collaborative tools. This approach can be used for supporting the evolution of existing collaborative learning systems based on desktop metaphor towards mobile support. Also we are interested in the identification of guidelines that facilitate the creation of a complete semi-automatic environment that generates CSCL and mobile tools, independent of the study domain and of the platform.

3.1 CIAM: A methodological approach for modeling interactive groupware applications

In this section the CIAM (Collaborative Interactive Application Methodology) proposal is briefly presented. CIAM is a methodological approach for the development of CSCW applications that takes into account the modeling of group work and interaction issues. Unlike other existing proposals in the fields of conceptual modeling of CSCW systems and modeling of issues related with the Human-Computer Interaction, CIAM considers the joint modeling of both issues, as well as the differentiation between the concepts cooperation and collaboration. A more detailed description can be looked up in (Molina et al, 2009).

\(^1\) These differences affect the division of tasks, the roles participation in the tasks and the product obtained as a result of a joint activity.
The most important elements of CIAM are the following ones: (1) A methodological approach that defines the set of phases that compose the proposal, as well as the set of specification techniques to use in each of them (figure 1); and (2) A notation, called CIAN (Collaborative Interactive Application Notation) that allows expressing the peculiarities of the interactive groupware systems by means of a conceptual modeling (figure 2).

Fig. 1. The CIAM proposal and the products obtained in each of its stages.

Fig. 2. CIAN Notation

The stages in CIAM and their objectives are enumerated next:

- In the Sociogram Development stage the organizational structure is modeled, as well as the relationships that exist between its members. The members that form the organization are in one of the following categories: roles, actors, software agents; or groupings of the previous ones, giving rise to groups or work-teams. Elements in this diagram can be interconnected by means of three kinds of basic relationships: inheritance, performance and association.
In the following two stages (Responsibilities Modeling and Process Modeling stages) the abstract tasks (or processes) that define the work in-group developed in the organization, as well as the temporal and data dependencies that exist among them are described. It is created the so-called participation table, which provides an initial idea about the division of the work at the highest level of abstraction. Once the participation table has been constructed, the Responsibilities Model can be defined. It specifies in more detail and under an individual perspective the responsibilities associated to each one of the roles in the organization, adding to its shared responsibilities those that are exclusive to it. The information specified in these two stages is supplementary, being necessary for both models to be coherent. Once the main tasks that characterize the group work and the responsibilities for each role have been defined, it is created the process model. This model uses a diagram (a graph) that allows relating all the information defined (the roles, the objects generated and accessed, and the main tools used for supporting the work in-group) by means of the two previous techniques. It shows the order of accomplishment of the tasks.

In the Group Work Task Modeling stage the group tasks identified in the previous stages are described in more detail. Two different kinds of tasks are distinguished and modeled in a distinctive way: the collaborative tasks and the cooperative tasks. The cooperative task modeling uses the called Responsibilities Decomposition Graph. The notation used for cooperative task modeling is similar to the one used in the stage of creation of the process model. This way, we maintain coherence in the notations. The nodes of the graph represent individual tasks in which a single role is involved. The collaborative tasks specification is based on the shared context definition (Ellis et all, 1991), that is, the set of objects that are visible to the users and the actions that can be performed.

Finally, in the Interaction Modeling stage the interactive aspects of the application are modeled. For each task of individual nature detected in the previous stages of the process, an interaction model is created. The notation used for the interactive models is the interactive tasks decomposition tree from CTT. As for the collaborative tasks, CIAM allows obtaining the interactive model directly from the shared context definition. The interaction model obtained facilitates the obtaining of the final UI.

4. A case study: The learning of Domotics

4.1. The starting system: Domosim-TPC

In Spain the new regulation for Technical Training ("Formación Profesional" in Spanish) takes professional profiles into account and training in Domotics is considered a must. Some learning stages in electricity and electronics courses are centered on the study of the design and maintenance of singular installations and automation of buildings dedicated to housing. In this area the design of domotics installations have a fundamental role. In this kind of training, the realization of practical experiments is especially important. However, the material necessary to carry out these assignments is usually expensive and in many cases it is not adequately provided. This problem gets worse with the difficulty to bring the student closer to real situations, to replicate accidents and to simulate those chaotic situations which may happen in the real world. In order to soften this problem by means of the use of technology, we have developed a distributed environment with support for distance learning of domotics design: DomoSim-TPC (Redondo & Bravo, 2006). Using the DomoSim-
TPC system (figure 3), the activities of practical learning of domotical design are structured in three clearly differentiated stages. In each of them diverse cognitive exercises are carried out and approached and representations of expert knowledge are used.

Fig. 3. Stages and tasks of domotical design learning carried out in an experience with DomoSim-TPC.

The collaborative planning of domotical design is divided in several phases, supported in three different workspaces in Domosim-TPC:

- **Individual Planning stage** (figure 4). In this stage the students, in an individual way, reflect and plan the steps to build a model satisfying the requirements proposed in the problem formulation. The strategy traced by the user is dynamically contrasted with an optimal plan of design for this problem.

Fig. 4. Plan Editor in Domosim-TPC

- **Discussion Stage** (figure 5). The discussion process is a social task in which participants in an activity reflect about the model built, exchange ideas, propose a resolution mechanism, acquire new knowledge and purify their contributions. From this process a proposal (model) is obtained, reflecting the viewpoint of each participant.
Result stage. Finally, the space of results facilitates the visualization and perception of the parts of the activity that the group has already developed and agreed. The participants can observe the results and solutions obtained during the process, independently of the discussion and of the development process necessary for their achievement (this is the main goal of a groupware tool). Alike the discussion space, the results space has a tree-shaped hierarchical structure, used to organize the information relative to the results obtained in the activity. The application allows visualizing the results in a textual and a graphical way.

We are interested in the effective use of mobile computing devices for collaborative learning. There are tasks in the system Domosim-TPC which are susceptible of improvement through mobile computing. In particular, the Collaborative Planning of Design is an asynchronous and reflexive task which could be improved using mobile devices.

4.2. Applying CIAN for adapting collaborative tasks in Domosim-TPC to mobile computing

We intend to obtain the mobile version, and in particular, the PDA version of the individual plan edition space in Domosim-TPC (figure 4). The evolution process proposed is based on the use of conceptual models of the starting system. Next, we describe the analysis and modeling of the main tasks in asynchronous workspace of Domosim-TPC using the CIAN notation. The models, created in the context of CIAM, allow adapting the user interface of Domosin-TPC to mobile computing support. Also, these conceptual models are used for automating and generating this evolution process.

First we are going to explain the creation of the sociogram and the process models associated with the system Domosim-TPC. In figure 4 we can see the appearance of both. In the Sociogram Development stage, the organization structure is modeled, as well as the relationship between its members. In the example we have the following roles: Teacher, Student, Observer, and System (that adds expert knowledge to the learning process). We identify some specialized students called Planner and Designer that take part in the two main tasks in the environment. The inheritance relationships can be enriched with the definition of...
conditions. For example, we show that a Student can be specialized in the Designer role in the context of the “Design” Task. The Planner role has several subroles (Plan Designer, Critic or Specialist). A Planner can play any of them depending on the “Task Allocation” chosen for the activity. Once the inheritance (generalization / specialization) relationships among roles established, the actor-role acting relationship is added for the main roles in the diagram. This kind of relationship can be labelled when we want to express the cardinality (minimum and maximum) in the cases in which the specification establishes restrictions on the matter. The diagram can also show the relationships among roles that can, at a certain moment, work together. These relationships are expressed by means of association relationships. In figure 5 we can see that the Student role and the Teacher role are associated, creating work group. This indicates that there are tasks in which both with their respective responsibilities take part.

In the following two stages (Responsibilities Modeling and Process Modeling stages) the workflow that defines the work in-group developed in the organization is described. Figure 7 shows the process model associated to the system taken as example. In this example we use a symbol to express Abstract Task (7.d), that is, group work tasks that can be decomposed into others in a lower level of abstraction and of different kinds (7.g and 7.h). Collaborative and Cooperative tasks must specify the roles involved in its execution (7.a), whereas in the individual tasks only a role must appear. For all the tasks the objects manipulated and their access modifiers are indicated (7.b). For each task we can specify the so-called Domain Independent Support Tool (7.c). These are the supporting tools that implement well-known patterns or interaction protocols. Between the tasks Configure Experiences and Planning we can see temporal and data dependencies (7.c), indicating that the data Activities are transferred and the relation between these tasks is sequential (>>). Between task Planning and Design and Simulation, there is a period dependence (7.f) and a condition that must be checked (7.e).
Figure 7 shows the Interaction Model (task model in CTT notation) for individual task “Individual Planning” (task 2.1 in figure 7). To obtain the version for PDA of the individual workspace, temporal relationships among the tasks and the domain-manipulated objects must be taken into account. This information allows creating the interface in which both the widgets (user interface objects) that show domain application objects (internal objects) and the widgets that allow executing certain actions applicable to these internal objects must appear together. In the design plan editor (individual workspace) two internal objects are
handled: the \texttt{DESIGN\_ACTION} and the \texttt{INDIVIDUAL\_PLAN} (a collection of design actions).

Figure 8 shows the names (in uppercase) of both objects. They are part of the name of the tasks that manipulate them.

![Diagram](image.png)

Fig. 8. Modeling of abstract task “2.1 Individual Planning”.

Diagram in figure 8 shows the general functions that can be performed on the individual plan. It can be shown graphically. There are two modes of visualization: a list of nodes (a node represents an action) connected by arcs (representing precedence relationships); and the design of the scene that is created for executing the planned actions list. We can also save the individual plan. The option \texttt{Clear} eliminates all the information contained in the actions list. These actions are applicable to the \texttt{INDIVIDUAL\_PLAN} object. These must appear in the user interface next to the object related (the list box that shows the sequence of steps in the plan). The resulting PDA interface of this subset of tasks is shown in figure 9 (a). In addition, the individual plan editor handles \texttt{DESIGN\_ACTION} objects. In the diagram shown in figure 8 the actions \texttt{Add\_DESIGN\_ACTION} and \texttt{Delete\_DESIGN\_ACTION} are included. The first one has certain complexity. When a task (that means an operation over a internal object) is of the interaction type, the mapping to a perceptible object (a widget in the interface) is more direct. This kind of operations can be represented by means of buttons, options in a menu or a contextual menu. It has been applied to the mapping of the \texttt{Delete\_DESIGN\_ACTION} operation, or the aforementioned generic functions, which the user can perform on the \texttt{INDIVIDUAL\_PLAN} object.

However, when a task has a certain complexity, i.e., when a task is represented by an abstract task, with several abstraction levels and several interaction tasks (this occurs in the \texttt{New\_DESIGN\_ACTION} task), more complex visual components are necessary (a panel, in a
PC version of the interface; or in a PDA, where there are display resolution constraints, a dialog box is a better choice). This occurs in the task that allows creating new design actions, as we can see in figure 9 (b). This dialog box appears whenever a new design action is created.

![Fig. 9. PDA version of the interface to individual plan edition. (a) Interface that allows showing and performing actions on the INDIVIDUAL_PLAN. (b) Dialog box that allows the creation of a new INDIVIDUAL_ACTION.](www.intechopen.com)

4.3. The obtained system: Domosim-MOB

The system Domosim-Mob has been obtained as result of applying the aforementioned method for generating the PDA User Interface version of the Domosim-TPC system. It is important to point out that the functionality supported in PDA devices is a supplement of the original system. Domosim-Mob is an extension developed to add mobility to the learning process (“learning anywhere and at anytime”). Whilst mobility in learning processes favours the involvement of students in the task in question, the use of these devices does, however, mean paying the price of visualization limitations. In figure 10 we can see the appearance of the user interfaces for supporting the result stage.

The tasks supported in Domosim-Mob are similar to Domosim-TPC tasks, but the access to them has been improved, as a consequence of there being greater flexibility. However using mobile devices, beside the features characteristic of the discussion process, creates additional problems due to the fact that it offers the possibility of participating in the discussion without the need for the device to be connected to the server: that is the synchronization with the rest of the members in the group. One-to-one synchronization, in other words, synchronization of a mobile device with the system, is quite well resolved. However, in our case a synchronization of order $n$ to $m$ is necessary. Our approach to solving the problem is by applying a variation of the Schiper-Eggli-Sandoz algorithm for the exchange and ordering of messages in distributed systems respecting a causal order based on a model of logic clocks. The diagram in figure 11 shows the global structure of the Domosim-Mob application. The new context of use entails the appearance of several work modes in the application:
- **Connected work session** (Figure 11-1). The mobile application accesses the information server, although not at the same time as other participants of the group. The information associated with the group process and the history of the group is recorded and filed at a central location. Information exchange is based on XML files.

- **Disconnected work session** (off-line) (Figure 11-2), in which the user works with local information available in the mobile device. Students can work in isolation. They reflect on and construct the solution of the problem, which is stored in the PDA.

- **Synchronization session** (Figure 11-3). This one appears as a result of the previous work mode. Students send updated information to the server (individual contributions in the discussion process and their answer to the proposed problem) with the aim of providing and storing consistent information about the collaborative experience. The server distributes this information to the rest of the members of the teams. In order to guarantee confidentiality when accessing the server, an authentication process is necessary.

---

**5. Conclusions and Future Works**

The main goal of the work presented is to incorporate the mobile computing paradigm in the teaching and learning of domains with a high experimental degree in order to take into account mobile computing possibilities. There are a lot of applications based on desktop metaphor that can be adapted to mobile computing support. We propose to use a model-based approach for the development and evolution of the graphical user interface of CSCL applications. Using a model-based approach allows the production of device-independent specifications of starting systems in this evolution process. In particular we propose to apply...
the specification techniques proposed in the context of CIAM. CIAM is a methodological approach that guides the designer following different phases from modeling to reaching interaction models of groupware systems. CIAM is based on the CIAN notation that allows users to accurately describe the features of a collaboration process (roles, responsibilities, tasks, shared context, etc). We have shown the application of CIAM in the design and evolution process of the user interface that supports the task of collaborative planning of design in the context of a CSCL system, called Domosim-TPC. We have obtained a mobile version of this system, called Domosim-Mob.

The results in the application of this method show the necessity to include those aspects closely related with context modeling and the synchronization of contents; that is why we make an outline of the way to take into account these characteristics as a future work.

![Fig. 11. General structure of Domosim-Mob](image)
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